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Awaken

The Awaken exhibition highlights material objects from one of our most important cultural assets, the Donald Thomson Collection, connecting the communities of origin, students and the broader public.

Awaken has been curated by Wiradjuri Nation film maker, curator, storyteller and Head of First Peoples at the University of Melbourne, Genevieve Grieves, with Rosemary Wrench and Shonae Hobson (Kaantju).

Awaken highlights the deep and abiding relationships that exist between communities of origin and objects held in museums. Objects are a rich source of knowledge and understanding, but they truly awaken when connected with their communities.

Awaken explores a collection of objects, animals and plants that emerged out of the relationship between anthropologist and biologist Donald Thomson and many Aboriginal people from three main source communities: the Pintupi in the Western Desert, and the diverse cultural regions of Arnhem Land and Cape York. Aboriginal people from three main source communities: the Pintupi in the Western Desert, and the diverse cultural regions of Arnhem Land and Cape York.

Awaken has a focus on community participation and cross-cultural exchange, highlighted by several displays that exist between communities of origin and objects held in museums. Objects are a rich source of knowledge and understanding, but they truly awaken when connected with their communities.

Awaken is an immersive digital platform that reconnects selected objects that came to the collection through Thomson’s personal relationship with the Pintupi and diverse communities around the exhibition, enriching the Faculty’s offerings, and will build on the knowledge of this significant collection. Other opportunities to engage with Awaken over the life of the exhibition will be provided through extracurricular activities and a comprehensive public engagement program which will engage students, the University and the broader community.

Donald Thomson Collection

The Donald Thomson Collection was amassed by the Melbourne-based anthropologist and biologist, the late Professor Donald Thomson OBE (1901–70), during a professional career, predominantly at the University of Melbourne, that spanned five decades. With a broad and varied career, Donald Thomson’s work in the Solomon Islands and West Papua, and his field collecting in Arnhem Land, and from the Great Sandy Desert and the Gibson Desert of Western Australia. A smaller collection of the collection was acquired during his work in the Solomon Islands and West Papua.

For over 80 years; the collection material forms the Donald Thomson Collection which was placed on long term loan to Museums Victoria. Together this material forms the Donald Thomson Collection which was placed on long term loan to Museums Victoria. After Thomson’s death in 1970, his wife, Mrs Dorita Thomson, donated the object and science collection to the University of Melbourne. His literary estate was retained by his family. Together this material forms the Donald Thomson Collection which was placed on long term loan to Museums Victoria.

Awaken provides the Faculty of Arts with a unique opportunity to introduce a new approach to teaching and learning through object-based learning to enhance the experience of its students both within and outside the classroom.

Curricular and research programs will be developed around the exhibition, enriching the Faculty’s offerings, and will build on the knowledge of this significant collection. Other opportunities to engage with Awaken over the life of the exhibition will be provided through extracurricular activities and a comprehensive public engagement program which will engage students, the University and the broader community.

As an immersive digital platform that reconnects selected highlighted objects to the place from which they came, the exhibition, in space and time, the objects are animated and in effect re-united with their original landscape and community for the first time in almost 80 years.

Fitted interviews on a multimedia interface that reveal personal stories of connection between community members and their relationship to objects from the Donald Thomson Collection.

A display of objects still made and used by communities today, highlighting the ongoing connection between past and present.

A collection of Donald Thomson’s personal belongings, articulated through the experience and memories of Wonggu Mununggurr (Djelk) and Shonae Hobson (Kaantju). Within the exhibition, Donald Thomson’s personal belongings, articulated through the experience and memories of Wonggu Mununggurr (Djelk) and Shonae Hobson (Kaantju), are animated and in effect re-united with their original landscape and community for the first time in almost 80 years.

The Donald Thomson Collection was amassed by the Melbourne-based anthropologist and biologist, the late Professor Donald Thomson OBE (1901–70), during a professional career, predominantly at the University of Melbourne, that spanned five decades. With a broad and varied career, Donald Thomson’s work in the Solomon Islands and West Papua, and his field collecting in Arnhem Land, and from the Great Sandy Desert and the Gibson Desert of Western Australia. A smaller collection of the collection was acquired during his work in the Solomon Islands and West Papua.

For over 80 years; the collection material forms the Donald Thomson Collection which was placed on long term loan to Museums Victoria. Together this material forms the Donald Thomson Collection which was placed on long term loan to Museums Victoria. After Thomson’s death in 1970, his wife, Mrs Dorita Thomson, donated the object and science collection to the University of Melbourne. His literary estate was retained by his family. Together this material forms the Donald Thomson Collection which was placed on long term loan to Museums Victoria.